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The Project is with *Uzbekistan State University of World Languages* - Feb 2016 - May 2017:

- Building understanding and contacts
- Internationalisation
Main objectives in the field of Translation and Interpreting:

- Enhance Curriculum
- Introduce new elements in QA
- Explore wider involvement of students in teaching and learning
- Introduce changes in the current organisation of research in departments
- Set up video conferencing of joint delivery of classes
Uzbek academics visited London Met in April: attended our virtual class, mock conference, workshops and tutorials

Photo: virtual class with Cluj University, Romania
Our academic visited UzSUWL and delivered lectures, workshops and met academics
Second stage of the project:
Research in the field of Translation and Interpreting
PhD student will work at London Met
Deliverables:

• New elements in curriculum;
• Enhanced Quality Assurance procedures;
• Proposal for a dual award;
• Pilot video conference of a joint practical class;
• Changes in the way research is organised in departments.
This Project coincides with another Erasmus+ Project

- developing CPD training for teachers,
- ensuring consistency of Quality Assurance across all subject areas,
- development of National Guidance for Student Engagement and Guidelines for Employer Engagement.
Developing partnerships in Higher Education
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